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• Event generators

• Old physics: multijets

• Old Physics: matching to NLO

• New physics: SUSY vs UED

• New physics: black holes



LHC Event Simulation
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General-Purpose Event Generators
PYTHIA

HERWIG

SHERPA

Virtuality/kT-ordered shower, string hadronization

v6 Fortran; v8 C++

v6 Fortran; Herwig++

Angular-ordered shower, cluster hadronization

Virtuality-ordered shower, string/cluster hadronization

C++



HERWIG Event Generator
Most important SM & MSSM processes at LO

parton showers at leading log (LL)

spin correlations included

no showering from SUSY particles

MC@NLO provides some SM processes at NLO

S Frixione & BW, hep-ph/0506182 & refs therein

Interface to CHARYBDIS black hole generator

4

C Harris, P Richardson & BW, hep-ph/0307305

G Corcella et al., hep-ph/0210213 & refs therein

interface to JIMMY underlying event (J Butterworth et al.)



Multijets
Important backgrounds to new physics

Only LO available up to high parton multiplicity
(ALPGEN, AMEGIC++, MADGRAPH, HELAC,...)

OK for hard, well-separated jets

Strong sensitivity to αs scale

Combine LO matrix elements + parton showers

No jet structure, interjet flow, underlying event

Define jet resolution scale

Cancel leading scale dependence

CKKW, Ariadne and MLM schemes

See S Hoche el al., hep-ph/0602031..



W + Multijets (Tevatron)



W + Multijets (Tevatron)



Comparisons with Tevatron data
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Figure 59. A comparison of the measured cross sections for W+ ! n jets in CDF
Run 2 to predictions from ALPGEN+PYTHIA. The experimental cross sections have
been corrected to the hadron level.

multiplicity distribution is shown again, this time compared as well to the NLO (LO)

prediction from MCFM for the 1, 2 (3) jet final states. The CKKW prescription agrees

well with the NLO calculation for the jet multiplicities where it is available and agrees

reasonably well with the Tevatron data for the range shown. Note that the production

of each additional jet in this inclusive distribution is suppressed by a factor of the order

of 0.2, or approximately !S.

A comparison of the measured cross sections for W+ ! n jets in CDF Run 2 as

a function of the jet transverse momentum, to predictions from ALPGEN+PYTHIA

is shown in Figure 59. The agreement is good. Note that this data is in a form (at

the hadron level, corrected for detector e!ects) that makes it convenient for comparison

to any hadron level Monte Carlo prediction †. Such a form should be the norm for

measurements at both the Tevatron and LHC.

Comparisons with the NLO predictions of MCFM will be available in the near

future. There is little change in normalization in going from LO to NLO predictions;

as we saw in Section 3, the K-factor for these processes is close to unity. The major

impact of the NLO corrections for the two highest pT jets is to soften the distributions.

The NLO calculation allows some of the momentum of the hard partons to be carried

o! by gluon radiation. A similar e!ect also occurs with the CKKW calculation where

again there is the possibility for the parton momentum to be decreased by additional

branchings. This is an instance of where parton showering contains some of the physics

present in NLO calculations.

The transverse momentum distribution for the highest pT jet in W+ jets events

† As mentioned before, the corrections for underlying event and for fragmentation basically cancel
each other out for a cone of radius 0.4, so that the hadron level predictions are essentially parton level
predictions as well
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Figure 61. Predictions and a measurement from CDF Run 2 for the rate for the
production of a third jet in W+ ≥ 2 jet events, as a function of the rapidity separation
of the two lead jets.

in the central region between the two tagging jets should be suppressed with respect to

the QCD production of Z+ ≥ 2jets. The probability for an additional jet to be emitted

in QCD W + 2 jet events (rather than Z, in order to obtain a higher rate), plus the

ability of various theoretical predictions to describe this rate, is a measurement that can

be carried out at the Tevatron prior to the turn-on of the LHC. Such a measurement

is shown in Figure 61, where the rate for a 3rd jet to be emitted is shown versus the

rapidity separation of the two tagging jets. It is evident that (1) the rate for a 3rd jet

to be produced is large and (2) that the observed rate is in agreement with the CKKW

predictions, and is bracketed by the predictions of MCFM for two choices of scale. Since

the prediction is for W +3 jets, the MCFM calculation is at LO and retains a large scale

dependence. The W/Z +3 jets process is one to which a high priority has been given for

calculation to NLO, as will be discussed in Section 6.5. The rate for an additional jet

to be emitted is roughly independent of the rapidity separation of the two tagging jets.

The agreement of the data with the CKKW predictions is heartening for two reasons:

(1) it indicates that CKKW predictions will most likely provide accurate predictions

for similar topologies at the LHC and (2) the rate for additional jet production in

W/Z + 2 widely separated jet events is high, leading to an effective veto in VBF Higgs

boson searches at the LHC.

For many of the analyses at the Tevatron, it is useful to calculate the rate of

leading order parton shower Monte Carlo predictions. For example, the Method 2

technique [137] in CDF’s top analysis uses the calculated ratio of [Wbb+(n−2) jets]/[W+

n jets] (for n = 3, 4) and the measured rate for W +n jets to calculate the Wbb+(n−2)

from JM Campbell, JW Huston & WJ Stirling, hep-ph/0611148

CKKW

M.E. + PYTHIA CKKW looks good
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Figure 60. The ET distribution of the lead jet in W+ ! 1 jet events, along with the
CKKW decomposition.

at CDF is shown in Figure 60, along with the CKKW predictions. Both the total

CKKW prediction and its decomposition into W +1 jet, W +2 jet, . . . contributions are

indicated. As the transverse momentum of the lead jet increases, more contributions are

seen to come from the higher jet multiplicity CKKW components. The exact subdivision

of contributions will depend on where the cuto! was applied in the formation of the

CKKW sample. Note that when the lead jet has a transverse momentum of the order

of 200 GeV, the events are dominated by the higher multiplicity matrix elements, i.e.

there is a large probability for the event to contain a second (or more) jet given the

large pT of the first. If the same transverse momentum cut were applied to all jets in

the event, then the expectation would be that adding an additional jet would lead to

a penalty of !S (as we have seen for the inclusive jet multiplicity distribution). In this

case, since the additional jet is soft compared to the leading jet, !S is multiplied by

a log relating the energies of the leading and additional jet. The logarithm more than

makes up for the factor of !S. Another way of looking at the jet multiplicity is to say

that there would be a Sudakov suppression on each of the incoming and outgoing parton

legs if a requirement was imposed that no extra jet be produced. An estimate of the

approximate size of the Sudakov suppression can be made using the figures given in

Section 3.

A category of W/Z+ jets event that has drawn particular interest lately is where

two jets are produced separated by a large rapidity gap. Such a configuration (involving

a Z) serves as a background to vector boson fusion (VBF) production of a Higgs boson,

where the two forward-backward jets serve to tag the event. As the Higgs boson is

produced through a colour-less exchange, the rate for an additional jet to be produced
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Figure 58. The rate of production of W + n jets at CDF, compared to CKKW (left)
and also NLO QCD using MCFM (right). The measurements and predictions were
performed with a cone jet of radius 0.4 and with a requirement of 15 GeV or greater.
The CKKW predictions are normalized to the first bin and use a scale of 10 GeV for
the matching; the MCFM predictions are absolutely normalized.

5.4. W/Z + jets

The production of a W or Z boson in conjunction with jets is an interesting process

in its own right as well as a background to many SM and non-SM physics signals. Jet

multiplicities of up to 7 have been measured at the Tevatron. Production of W/Z+ jets

at the Tevatron is dominated by gq initial states. The NLO cross sections have been

calculated only for W/Z + 2 jets; predictions for the higher jet multiplicity final states

are accessible through matrix element (+ parton shower) predictions and in fact can be

considered as a prime testing ground for the accuracy of such predictions as well as for

measurements of !S. Some comparisons to a recent measurement of W ! e"+ " n jets

from CDF are shown below [130]. In this analysis, the data have been reconstructed

using the CDF Run 1 cone algorithm (with a midpoint cone analysis to come) with

a cone radius of 0.4. A smaller jet cone size is preferred for final states that may be

“complicated” by the presence of a large number of jets. The data have been compared,

at the hadron level, to predictions using matrix element information from ALPGEN and

parton shower and hadronization information from PYTHIA.

The jet multiplicity distribution for W +n jets measured at the Tevatron is shown in

Figure 58. In the left-hand plot, the data have been compared to the CKKW predictions

from [94] (normalized to the first bin of the data). The CKKW predictions use matrix

element information for up to 4 partons in the final state. Thus, most of the cross section

in the " 4-jet bin has been constructed from the 4 parton matrix element information,

but a non-negligible number of events have been generated from a 2 or 3 parton final

state, with the extra jets coming from the parton shower. In the right-hand plot, the jet

Several parton multiplicities contribute to jets



W + Multijets (LHC)



W + Multijets (LHC)
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Figure 84. PYTHIA6.2 - Tune A, Jimmy4.1 - UE and PYTHIA6.323 - UE predictions
for the average sum of the transverse momenta of charged particles in the transverse
region in the underlying event for LHC pp collisions.
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Figure 85. The cross section predictions for Z production versus the cross section
predictions for W production at the LHC plotted using the 41 CTEQ6.1 pdfs.

at higher pT , hard gluon emission is the major contribution. In Figure 89, the Z

pT distributions at the Tevatron and LHC are shown using predictions from ResBos.

The transverse momentum distribution at the LHC is similar to that at the Tevatron,

although somewhat enhanced at moderate transverse momentum values. There is a
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CDF/ANAL/CDF/PUBLIC/7822

PYTHIA Tune A, HERWIG, and JIMMY
in Run 2 at CDF

Rick Field1 and R. Craig Group1, !

1 Department of Physics, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, 32611, USA
(for the CDF Collaboration)
(Dated: September 1, 2005)

We study the behavior of the charged particle (pT > 0.5 GeV/c, |!| < 1) and energy (|!| < 1)
components of the “underlying event” in hard scattering proton-antiproton collisions at 1.96 TeV.
The goal is to produce data on the “underlying event” that is corrected to the particle level so that
it can be used to tune the QCD Monte-Carlo models without requiring CDF detector simulation.
Unlike the previous CDF Run 2 “underlying event” analysis which used JetClu to define “jets”
and compared uncorrected data with the QCD Monte-Carlo models after detector simulation (i.e.,
CDFSIM), this analysis uses the MidPoint jet algorithm and corrects the observables to the particle
level. The corrected observables are then compared with the QCD Monde-Carlo models at the
particle level (i.e., generator level). The QCD Monte-Carlo models include PYTHIA Tune A,
HERWIG, and a tuned version of JIMMY.

One can use the topological structure of hadron-hadron collisions to study the “underlying event” [1, 2, 3]. The
direction of the leading calorimeter jet is used to isolate regions of !-" space that are sensitive to the “underlying
event”. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the direction of the leading jet, jet#1, is used to define correlations in the azimuthal
angle, !". The angle !" = " ! "jet#1 is the relative azimuthal angle between a charged particle (or a calorimeter
tower) and the direction of jet#1. The “transverse” region is perpendicular to the plane of the hard 2-to-2 scattering
and is therefore very sensitive to the “underlying event”. We restrict ourselves to charged particles in the range
pT >0.5 GeV/c and |!|<1 and calorimeter towers with ET >0.1 GeV and |!|<1, but allow the leading jet that is used
to define the “transverse” region to have |!(jet#1)| < 2. Furthermore, we consider two classes of events. We refer to
events in which there are no restrictions placed on the second and third highest PT jets (jet#2 and jet#3) as “leading
jet” events. Events with at least two jets with PT > 15 GeV/c where the leading two jets are nearly “back-to-back”
(|!"| > 150") with PT (jet#2)/PT (jet#1) > 0.8 and PT (jet#3) < 15 GeV/c are referred to as “back-to-back” events.
“Back-to-back” events are a subset of the “leading jet” events. The idea is to suppress hard initial and final-state
radiation thus increasing the sensitivity of the “transverse” region to the “beam-beam remnants” and the multiple
parton scattering component of the “underlying event”.

FIG. 1: Illustration of correlations in azimuthal angle " relative to the direction of the leading jet (MidPoint, R = 0.7,
fmerge = 0.75) in the event, jet#1. The angle !" = "−"jet1 is the relative azimuthal angle between charged particles and the
direction of jet#1. The “transverse” region is defined by 60◦ < |!"| < 120◦ and |!|<1. We examine charged particles in the
range pT >0.5GeV/c and |!|<1 and calorimeter towers with |!|<1, but allow the leading jet to be in the region |!(jet#1)| < 2.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, we define a variety of MAX and MIN “transverse” regions which helps separate the “hard
component” (initial and final-state radiation) from the “beam-beam remnant” component. MAX (MIN) refer to the
“transverse” region containing largest (smallest) number of charged particles or to the region containing the largest
(smallest) scalar PT sum of charged particles or the region containing the largest (smallest) scalar ET sum of particles.

∗To appear in the proceedings of the HERA-LHC workshops.

Multiple parton interactions
Rise in activity between jets

Extrapolation from Tevatron still uncertain



Matching to NLO
Must avoid double-counting at NLO

Modify NLO and/or parton shower (PS)

MC@NLO: don’t touch shower
Subtract NLO PS terms from exact NLO

Stabilizes NLO but some weights < 0

Nason; Nagy-Soper: modify shower

Can avoid negative weights

Difficult to implement coherence



MC@NLO Processes
IPROC IV IL1 IL2 Spin Process

–1350–IL ! H1H2 ! (Z/!! !)lILl̄IL + X

–1360–IL ! H1H2 ! (Z !)lILl̄IL + X

–1370–IL ! H1H2 ! (!! !)lILl̄IL + X

–1460–IL ! H1H2 ! (W+ !)l+IL"IL + X

–1470–IL ! H1H2 ! (W" !)l"IL"̄IL + X

–1396 " H1H2 ! !!(!
!

i fif̄i) + X

–1397 " H1H2 ! Z0 + X

–1497 " H1H2 ! W+ + X

–1498 " H1H2 ! W" + X

–1600–ID H1H2 ! H0 + X

–1705 H1H2 ! bb̄ + X

–1706 " H1H2 ! tt̄ + X

–2000–IC " H1H2 ! t/t̄ + X

–2001–IC " H1H2 ! t̄ + X

–2004–IC " H1H2 ! t + X

–2600–ID 1 7 " H1H2 ! H0W+ + X

–2600–ID 1 i ! H1H2 ! H0(W+ !)l+i "i + X

–2600–ID -1 7 " H1H2 ! H0W" + X

–2600–ID -1 i ! H1H2 ! H0(W" !)l"i "̄i + X

–2700–ID 0 7 " H1H2 ! H0Z + X

–2700–ID 0 i ! H1H2 ! H0(Z !)lil̄i + X

–2850 7 7 " H1H2 ! W+W" + X

–2850 i j ! H1H2 ! (W+ !)l+i "i(W" !)l"j "̄j + X

–2860 7 7 " H1H2 ! Z0Z0 + X

–2870 7 7 " H1H2 ! W+Z0 + X

–2880 7 7 " H1H2 ! W"Z0 + X

Table 1: Processes implemented in MC@NLO 3.2. H0 denotes the Standard Model Higgs

boson and the value of ID controls its decay, as described in the HERWIG manual and

below. The values of IV, IL, IL1, and IL2 control the identities of vector bosons and

leptons, as described below. In single-t production, the value of IC controls the production

processes, as described below. IPROC–10000 generates the same processes as IPROC, but

eliminates the underlying event. A void entry indicates that the corresponding variable

is unused. The ‘Spin’ column indicates whether spin correlations in vector boson or top

decays are included (!), neglected (") or absent (void entry). Spin correlations in Higgs

decays are included by HERWIG (e.g. in H0 ! W+W" ! l+!l"!̄).

Process codes IPROC=#1360#IL and #1370#IL do not have an analogue in

HERWIG; they are the same as #1350#IL, except for the fact that only a Z or a

3



MC@NLO: B production at Tevatron 
Hadron-level Results on B production

! B ! J/! results from Tevatron Run II " B hadrons (includes BR’s)

! No significant discrepancy!

21

S Frixione, P Nason & BW, hep-ph/0305252

No longer any significant discrepancy



MC@NLO: W production at Tevatron 

O Latunde-Dada, in prep.

First results from MC@NLO with Herwig++

(intrinsic pT still missing)



MC@NLO: Higgs Production at LHC

V Del Duca, S Frixione, C Oleari & BW, in prep.

Good agreement with state-of-the-art resummation



New Physics at LHC

• SUSY vs UED

• Black Holes

JM Smillie & BW, hep-ph/0507170

CM Harris et al., hep-ph/0411022

*
+

*
+



Spin Correlations in SUSY & UED
SUSY:  new particles are superpartners

q! !q , g! !g , l! l̃ , (!,Z, . . .)! (!"0
1,!"0

2, . . .)
spins differ by one-half

UED: new particles are KK excitations
q! q" , g! g" , l ! l" , (!,Z, . . .)! (!",Z", . . .)

spins are the same!

Suppose masses have been measured:
how could we distinguish?

need evidence on spins to be sure

19



SUSY and UED decay chains

antiquarks. We have therefore computed the lowest-order two-parton to two-KK-parton
matrix elements, which are expected to dominate the production of these particles. Our
results, which di!er somewhat from those presented in ref. [9], are discussed in section 5
and listed in appendix A.

Using our results on the UED production matrix elements and decay correlations,
together with the decay branching ratios suggested in ref. [5], we have included a full
simulation of the relevant UED processes in the HERWIG Monte Carlo event generator [10,
11]. Since the corresponding SUSY processes, with full spin correlations, are already a well-
established feature of HERWIG [12, 13], we are able in section 6 to present first detector-level
results on distinguishing UED and SUSY spin correlations at the LHC. Our results and
conclusions are summarized in section 6.

2. Decay chains in SUSY and UED

(a)

!qL

qL
lnear

lfar

!!0
1

!!0
2

l̃

(b)

q!L

qL
lnear

lfar

"!

Z!
l!

Figure 1: (a) SUSY and (b) UED decay chains considered here.

The SUSY decay chain that we shall consider, which is the same as that studied in
ref. [1], is shown in figure 1, together with the corresponding UED process. In both cases
the visible decay products are a quark jet and a pair of opposite-sign same-flavour (OSSF)
leptons with the same chirality. We suppose that the new particle masses have been
measured, either by an edge analysis along the lines of refs. [2, 3] or some other means, and
it remains to decide whether the decay angular distributions agree better with the SUSY
or UED spin assignments.

The angular distributions depend on whether or not the chirality of the slepton/KK-
lepton is the same at that of the decaying squark/KK-quark.3 For definiteness, we assume

3We should emphasise that we use the term ‘chirality’ loosely here, since neither the sparticles nor the

KK-excitations concerned have definite handedness: what we mean is that they couple to SM particles of

that chirality.

– 3 –

that the latter is left-handed, which is preferred in both of the models under consideration.
We can then characterise the process by the chirality and charge of the “near” lepton,
defined as shown in figure 1. Of course, we cannot distinguish experimentally between the
“near” and “far” leptons, and so their contributions to any distribution will eventually
have to be combined. However, in principle (in the zero-width approximation that we use)
the processes with opposite “near” and “far” charge assignments are distinct. There are
then two fundamental processes, which (as in ref. [1]) we label 1 and 2:

• Process 1: {q, lnear, lfar} = {qL, l!L , l+L } or {q̄L, l+L , l!L } or {qL, l+R , l!R} or {q̄L, l!R , l+R};

• Process 2: {q, lnear, lfar} = {qL, l+L , l!L } or {q̄L, l!L , l+L } or {qL, l!R , l+R} or {q̄L, l+R , l!R}.

3. Spin correlations in SUSY

We first recapitulate from ref. [1] the angular distributions that are expected in the SUSY
decay chain 1(a). The !!0

2 has spin one-half and its helicity is the same as that of the
quark, since the squark is a scalar. Therefore a near lepton with the same helicity as the
quark (process 1) will be emitted preferentially at large values of the angle "" between its
direction and that of the quark in the !!0

2 rest frame, with angular distribution (neglecting
all SM particle masses)

dP SUSY
1

d cos ""
=

1
2
(1! cos "") . (3.1)

A near lepton with helicity opposite to the quark (process 2), on the other hand, will have
angular distribution

dP SUSY
2

d cos ""
=

1
2
(1 + cos "") . (3.2)

In terms of the qlnear invariant mass,

(mnear
lq )2 = 2|pl||pq|(1! cos "") =

1
2
(mnear

lq )2max(1! cos "") , (3.3)

defining the rescaled invariant mass variable to be

"m = mnear
lq /(mnear

lq )max = sin(""/2) (3.4)

we therefore have
dP SUSY

1

d "m = 4"m3 (3.5)

and
dP SUSY

2

d "m = 4"m(1! "m2) . (3.6)

The slepton produced in the decay of the !!0
2 is a scalar particle, and so its decay is

isotropic in its rest frame, and the near and far lepton directions are uncorrelated in that
frame. Therefore the only spin correlations to consider in the SUSY scenario are those
between the quark and near lepton given above.

– 4 –

Two distinct helicity structures, with different spin correlations:
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UED and SUSY mass spectra
UED models tend to have quasi-degenerate spectra

spectrum (from [5]) is given in Table 1 with inverse radius R!1 = 500GeV, cut-o! " such
that "R = 20 and mh = 120 GeV. This model also assumes vanishing boundary terms
at the cut-o! scale ", and a vanishing boundary mass term for the Higgs mass, m2

h. The
lightest four left KK-quarks are degenerate in mass and are labelled here collectively as
q"L. Similarly the right and left KK-electrons and KK-muons are degenerate in mass and
are labelled here as l"R and l"L respectively. This spectrum illustrates the feature of UED
that the new particles have masses which are much closer to each other (usually within
100 ! 200 GeV) than in a typical SUSY spectrum.

In the UED model we have eqs. (4.5) and (4.6)
!" Z" q"L l"R l"L
501 536 598 505 515

Table 1: UED masses in GeV, for
R!1 = 500GeV, !R = 20, mh =
120GeV, m2

h = 0 and vanishing
boundary terms at cut-o" scale !.

with x = m2
Z!/m2

q! = 0.803; the Z" decays preferen-
tially to a left-handed excited lepton and so we use
y = m2

l!L
/m2

Z! = 0.923, which yields

dPUED
1

d !m = 0.727!m + 2.577!m3 ! 0.047!m5 ,

dPUED
2

d !m
= 3.257!m ! 2.483!m3 ! 0.047!m5 . (4.7)

These should be compared with the corresponding SUSY expressions (3.5) and (3.6), which
are independent of the particle masses.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: UED and SUSY distributions for (a) Process 1 and (b) Process 2 with respect to the
qlnear invariant mass, for the UED mass spectrum given above. Dotted: phase space. Dashed:
SUSY. Solid/red: UED.

The UED and SUSY angular distributions are plotted against each other for processes
1 and 2 in figures 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. Since x = m2

Z!/m2
q! is large in the typical

UED scenario, and the e!ect of y = m2
l!/m

2
Z! is weak at large x, the UED and SUSY

distributions are similar. Therefore it will be di#cult to verify the UED spin assignments
if the spectrum is characteristic of UED.

The typical SUSY mass spectrum, on the other hand, does not have the same near-
degeneracy of neutralinos and squarks, and therefore the UED and SUSY angular distri-
butions are more distinct. For illustration, we consider the MSSM Snowmass point SPS

– 6 –

1a [14], which has the mass spectrum shown in Table 2. The decay !!0
2 ! ll̃R is preferred

and therefore we use x = m2
e!0
2
/m2

euL
= 0.109 and y = m2

eeR
/m2

e!0
2

= 0.653 for the comparative
UED distributions, giving

dPUED
1

d "m
= 1.213"m + 3.108"m3 " 2.301"m5 ,

dPUED
2

d "m = 2.020"m + 1.493"m3 " 2.301"m5 . (4.8)

(a) (b)

Figure 3: UED and SUSY distributions for (a) Process 1 and (b) Process 2 with respect to the
qlnear invariant mass, for the SUSY mass spectrum given above. Dotted: phase space. Dashed:
SUSY. Solid/red: UED.

The resulting mass distributions are compared in !!0
1 !!0

2 !uL !eR !eL

96 177 537 143 202

Table 2: SUSY masses in GeV, for
SPS point 1a.

fig. 3. Owing to the small value of x, the UED predic-
tions for the two processes are similar to each other, and
di!erent from the SUSY predictions. This gives some
grounds for optimism that, if the spectrum is consis-
tent with SUSY, then the SUSY spin assignments can
be confirmed or ruled out in comparison with the UED assignments.

4.3 Correlations in l! decay

In the SUSY decay chain (figure 1a) , the slepton l̃ is spinless and therefore it decays
isotropically in its rest frame. In the UED case (figure 1b), the spin of the KK lepton l!

induces non-trivial correlations. Up to an overall constant, the full matrix elements for
UED processes 1 and 2, as defined in section 2, take the form

|M|2 # 2z(1 " z)Wl! + (1" 2z)Wf (4.9)

where z = m2
"!/m

2
l! , f represents the far lepton and, for l = l! or f ,

Wl = (1" x)(2pZ! · pn pZ! · pl + m2
Z! pn · pl)" 4x(pn · pq pZ! · pl + pn · pZ! pq · pl) +

+

#
8x2 pn · pq pq! · pl for process 1
8x2 pn · pq! pq · pl for process 2

(4.10)

– 7 –

SUSY spectra typically more hierarchical

( Mn ! n/R
broken by boundary 

terms and loops, with 
low cutoff)

(high-scale universality)
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Production cross sections (pb) 

(a) (b)

Figure 9: UED and SUSY charge asymmetries with respect to the jet + lepton rescaled invariant
mass, for (a) the UED and (b) the SUSY mass spectrum given above. Dotted: phase space. Dashed:
SUSY. Solid/red: UED.

branching ratios suggested in ref. [5], to estimate the UED production cross sections and
the quantities fq and fq̄ appearing in eqs. (4.18) and (4.19).

Our expressions for the subprocess matrix elements are listed in appendix B. These
results were obtained by including the Feynman rules for the e!ective four-dimensional
theory in CompHEP [15]. They di!er in some important respects from those computed
earlier by Macesanu et al. [9]. For example, the matrix element for gg → q∗q̄∗ should be
t − u symmetric and identical to that for the QCD process gg → QQ̄ at this order, but
the expression given in ref. [9] lacks these properties. In addition, we find a larger overall
normalization.

Our numerical results for the produc- Masses Model !all !q∗ !q̄∗ fq

UED UED 253 163 84 0.66

UED SUSY 28 18 9 0.65

SPS 1a UED 433 224 80 0.74

SPS 1a SUSY 55 26 11 0.70

Table 3: Production cross sections (pb) in UED
and SUSY models, with UED or SUSY masses.

tion cross sections at the LHC are pre-
sented in table 3. These results were ob-
tained from parton-level Monte Carlo sim-
ulations of the production processes and
decay chains, using the HERWIG event gen-
erator in SUSY mode with parton show-
ering, hadronization and underlying event
switched o!. The HERWIG default (MRST
leading-order [16]) parton distributions were
used. For the UED simulations, the SUSY
matrix element subroutine was replaced
by a UED one and the SUSY particle data
input file consisted of UED data based on
ref. [5].

As a result of the more singular structure of the matrix elements and the extra helicity
states, the UED production cross sections tend to be larger than those of the analogous
SUSY processes for identical mass spectra, leading to an overall enhancement of the cross

– 12 –

q!/q̄! " 2 # charge asymmetry

!UED! !SUSY for same masses (100 pb = 1/sec)
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Angular variables

!!0
2/Z!

l̃/l!

!!0
1/"!

lnear

l f arq

l̃/l!defined in rest frame!,"

! !

!!0
2/Z!defined in rest frame!!

!!
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Invariant masses

qlnear

lnearl f ar

ql f ar mql/(mql)max =
1
2

!
(1! y)(1! cos!" cos!)+

+(1! y)(cos!"! cos!)!2
#

ysin!" sin!cos"
!1

2

x = m2
Z!/m2

q!, y = m2
l!/m2

Z!, z = m2
!!/m2

l!

:

:

:

mql/(mql)max = sin(!!/2)

mll/(mll)max = sin(!/2)

where
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Helicity dependence
Process 1 (SUSY)

Process 1 (UED, transverse Z*:  PT/PL = 2x)

qL

q!

!q !!0
2

l!L

l̃+

Z!
l!

l!L
qL

qL

(ql!)nearBoth prefer high invariant mass

25



Jet + lepton mass distribution
UED masses SPS 1a masses

Not resolvable for UED masses, maybe for SUSY masses

26

Charge asymmetry due to quark vs antiquark excess



Charge Asymmetry
A =

( jl+)! ( jl!)
( jl+)+( jl!)

UED masses SPS 1a masses

Similar form, different magnitude
Not detectable for UED masses
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F(r > R)! G4+n
m1m2

r2Rn

F(r < R)! G4+n
m1m2

r2+n

! G4 =
G4+n

Rn

For n extra dimensions compactified at scale R

R

Black Holes at the LHC?



TeV-Scale Gravity

G4+n = M!2!n
PL

!M(4)
PL = MPL

!
MPLc

h̄
R
"n/2

1019 GeV! 103 GeV" (104 R/fm)n/2

G4 = G4+n/Rn

Hence for              TeV we need

mm for n=2, nm for n=3, pm for n=4

MPL = 1



Black hole production
Parton-level cross section:

Usually set Planck scale                TeV for illustration

30

Fn = form factor of order unity (hoop conjecture)

!̂(ŝ = M2
BH) = Fn "r2

S

Schwarzschild radius in 4+n dimensions:rS =

rS =
1!

!MPL

!
8"

"n+3
2

#
MBH

(n+2)MPL

$ 1
n+1

(Dimopoulos-Landsberg                               )

MPL = 1

MPL !
!
G(4+n)

"" 1
n+2



BH formation factor (1)

b

bmax = 2rh = 2rs
[
1+a2

!
]" 1

n+1

!̂ = Fn "r2
S ! "b2

max

J ! bMBH/2a! =
(n+2)J
2rh MBH

,

Fn ! 4

!
1+

"
n+2

2

#2
$− 2

n+1

(“geometric”)
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BH formation factor (2)

H Yoshino & VS Rychkov, hep-th/0503171
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Yoshino-Rychkov

Yoshino-Nambu

“geometric”

H Yoshino & Y Nambu, gr-qc/0209003



Yoshino-Rychkov Bound on 

v

u

right shock

left shock

Cin

Cout

Cin

Cout new-slice AH

IV

III
II

I

old-slice AH

FIG. 2: Schematic picture of the spacetime of colliding high-energy particles with (D − 3) dimen-

sions suppressed. The schematic shape of AH on the new slice (u > 0, v = 0 and v > 0, u = 0) is

shown by solid lines, while the AH on the old slice (u < 0, v = 0 and v < 0, u = 0) is shown by

dashed lines. Dotted lines indicate coordinate singularities.

one dimension to Fig. 1. Our goal is to construct an AH on the new slice, i.e., on the union

of the two null surfaces u = 0, v > 0 and u > 0, v = 0. By the left-right symmetry (we

work in the center-of-mass frame), it is sufficient to consider the u > 0, v = 0 surface. We

introduce a coordinate ! such that the metric in region II is given by

ds2 = −dudv +
!

1 + (D − 3)
u

rD!2

"2
dr2 + r2

!

1 −
u

rD!2

"2
#

d!2 + sin2 !dΩ2
D!4

$

. (10)

The radial coordinate r in region II is adapted to the left particle, which is thus located

at r = 0. In these coordinates, the right particle will cross the transverse collision plane

u = v = 0 at a point distance b from the origin, where b is the impact parameter. We will

choose coordinate ! so that this point is r = b, ! = 0. This setup is identical to the one

used in [17] and [18].

B. AH equation and boundary conditions

The schematic shape of the AH on the new slice is also shown in Fig. 2. Because u = rD!2

is a coordinate singularity, we have two boundaries in this analysis: Cin at u = v = 0 and

7

YN bound is          for AH on past lightcone (boundary of region I) 

YR bound is          for AH on future lightcone (boundary of regions II & III) 

AH = apparent horizon 
(closed trapped surface)

πb2
max

πb2
max

!̂BH

Area of AH sets limits on MBH and JBH



Limits on MBH and JBH
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FIG. 13: The regions (ii) and (iii) in the (!, ")-plane for b = 0.5, 1.0, 1.3 in the D = 6 case.
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FIG. 14: The regions (ii) and (iii) in the (!, ")-plane for b = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 in the D = 9 case.

the five-dimensional case holds only for formation of the AH with spherical topology.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have analyzed the AH formation in the high-energy particle collision

using a new slice u = 0, v > 0 and v = 0, u > 0, which lies to the future of the slice

u = 0, v < 0 and v = 0, u < 0 used in the previous studies of [17, 18]. Our main results

are summarized in Table II. Compared to the previous results for b̂max, we have obtained

maximal impact parameters bmax of the AH formation larger by 18-30% in the higher-

dimensional cases. These results lead to 40-70% larger cross section of the AH formation,

the present value being !AH ! 3" [rh(2µ)]2 for large D.

We have also estimated the mass M and angular momentum J of the final state of the

produced black hole, as allowed by the area theorem Mirr > Mlb. This condition provides a

stricter restriction on the final M and J than the simple condition M > Mlb, and becomes

22

M2
BH = ŝ, so impliesM/2µ = 1

forbidden

allowed

forbiddenforbidden

allowed allowed

(n=2)

µ!
"

ŝ/2

We’ll assume JBH ! bµ! bMBH/2MBH ! 2µ =
√

ŝ ,



BH cross section vs Planck mass

Little sensitivity to n 

35

Figure 1: Yoshino-Rychkov (YR), Yoshino-Nambu (YN) and geometrical (geom) estimates of black hole formation factor.

Figure 2: Parton-level black hole cross section.

T030 Sensitive to assumption that MBH !
"

ŝ



BH cross sections at LHC

36

Several 5 TeV BH per minute at LHC!
Figure 3: Hadron-level black hole cross section at the LHC.

Of course, one also expects some dramatic changes in the cross section and final state at partonic c.m. energies
around the Planck scale, due to the onset of strong gravitational scattering. However, to predict those changes one
needs a quantum theory of gravity, whereas measurements well above the Planck scale can reasonably be interpreted
in a classical approximation, as we are doing here.

The problem in any case is to make a reliable measurement of the black hole mass, or more correctly the partonic
c.m. energy for black hole formation. Since we do not observe the colliding partons, this can only be inferred from
properties of the final state, which will be dominated by the decay of the black hole.

3. BLACK HOLE DECAY

Although the formation of a horizon in parton collisions well above the Planck scale seems reliably established,
the nature and fate of the object thus created is much less clear. The usual working hypothesis has been that the
evolution of the system has four phases:

• Balding phase: all ‘hair’ (characteristics other than mass, charge and angular momentum) and multipole
moments are lost, mainly through gravitational radiation, and the object becomes the multidimensional gen-
eralization of a Kerr-Newman black hole. In fact any residual charge after this phase is probably negligible, so
the Kerr solution is assumed.

• Spin-down phase: the Kerr black hole loses angular momentum by Hawking radiation and becomes a
Schwarzschild black hole.

• Schwarzschild phase: the black hole loses mass through Hawking radiation and its Hawking temperature rises
until the mass and/or temperature reach the Planck scale.

T030



Black hole decay (1)
Balding phase

Spin-down phase

Schwarzschild phase

Planck phase

loses `hair’ and multipole moments,

loses angular momentum,

loses mass by Hawking radiation,

mass and/or temperature

mainly by gravitational radiation

mainly by Hawking radiation

temperature increases

reach Planck scale: remnant = ??
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Black hole decay (2)
We’ll assume Schwarzschild phase is dominant

all types of SM particles emitted with Hawking spectrum

Hawking temperature

γ is (4+n)-dimensional grey-body factor

38

TH =
n+1
4!rBH

" (MBH)!
1

n+1

dN
dE

! "E2

(eE/TH !1)T n+6
H



Grey-body factors
scalar

vector

spinor

Emission on brane only

Low-energy vector suppression

CM Harris, hep-ph/0502005
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Integrated Hawking flux

N.B. at large n
Transit time ! time between emissions

Decay no longer quasi-stationary at large n 
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Figure 6: Grey-body factors for gauge boson emission on the brane from a (4 + n)D black hole.
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Figure 7: Integrated flux of Hawking emission on the brane from a (4 + n)D black hole.

Equation (9) throughout (which we have just seen must be doubtful), we can integrate the total energy flux to find
the time at which the entire mass of the black hole has been radiated away. This measure of the lifetime, expressed in
units of the inverse of the initial mass, is shown in Figure 8. We see that the lifetime falls very steeply as a function
of the number of dimensions, and indeed can be comparable with the inverse mass when n > 4, even for masses well
above the Planck scale. In this situation the object formed can no longer really be said to have any independent
existence as a black hole.
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Black hole lifetime

N.B. at large n

MBH = 5 TeV!M"1
BH # 10"28 s

!MBH ! 1

Black hole no longer well-defined?
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Figure 8: Mean lifetime of a (4 + n)D black hole.
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Black Hole Event Generators
TRUENOIR (Dimopoulos & Landsberg, hep-ph/0106295)

CHARYBDIS (Harris, Richardson & BW, hep-ph/0307305)

CATFISH (Cavaglia et al., hep-ph/0609001)

J=0 only; no energy loss; fixed T; no g.b.f.

J=0 only; no energy loss; variable T; g.b.f. included

J=0 only; energy loss option; variable T; g.b.f. included

All need interfacing to a parton shower and 
hadronization generator (PYTHIA or HERWIG)



Main CHARYBDIS parameters
Name Description Values Default
TOTDIM Total dimension (n+4)  6-11 6

MPLNCK Planck mass (GeV) real 1000

GTSCA Use scale (1/rS) not MBH logical .FALSE.

TIMVAR Use time-dependent TH logical .TRUE.

MSSDEC Include t,W,Z(2), h(3) decay 1-3 3

GRYBDY Include grey-body factors logical .TRUE.

KINCUT Use kinematic cutoff logical .TRUE.
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CHARYBDIS Event at LHC

 Atlantis  ATLAS 

TOTDIM =10 MPLNCK =1 TeV MBH = 8 TeV



Effects of grey-body factors
Primary photons from 5 TeV BH (n=2)

including both

neglecting T var.

neglecting g.b.f.

Vector boson suppression 20-30%

Generator-theory differences due 
to masses & charge conservation

Particle emissivity (%)
GRYBDY=.TRUE.GRYBDY=.FALSE.

Particle type Generator Theory Generator Theory
Quarks 63.9 61.8 58.2 56.5
Gluons 11.7 12.2 16.9 16.8
Charged leptons 9.4 10.3 8.4 9.4
Neutrinos 5.1 5.2 4.6 4.7
Photon 1.5 1.5 2.1 2.1
Z0 2.6 2.6 3.1 3.1
W+ and W− 4.7 5.3 5.7 6.3
Higgs boson 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.1
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holes could be produced in future collider experiments. Although cross sections can be
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Here we discuss those uncertainties and then we study the experimental characteristics of

black hole production and decay at a typical detector using the ATLAS detector as a guide.

We present a new technique for measuring the temperature of black holes that applies to

many models. We apply this technique to a test case with four extra dimensions and, using

an estimate of the parton-level production cross section error of 20%, determine the Planck
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Typically larger E   than SM or even MSSM

5.2 Black hole charge

Black holes are typically formed from valence quarks, so it is expected that the black

holes would be charged. The average charge is somewhat energy dependent, but should

be ! +2/3. The rest of the charge from the protons is expected to disappear down the

beam pipes or at very high |!|. The average black hole charge, "QBH#, can be measured by

determining the average charge of the charged leptons, "QLept#, which should be equal to

the black hole charge times the probability of emitting a charged lepton. Figure 7 shows

such a measurement for the test case with n = 2 which gives "QLept# = 0.1266 ± 0.002

and thus "QBH# = 0.654± 0.008 using the expected charged lepton emission probability of

0.1936.
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Figure 6: The distribution of the !pT for
Standard Model QCD events (with generator
level cut pT > 600 GeV), SUSY events (at
LHCC SUGRA point 5), and 5 TeV black
hole with n = 2 and 6.

Figure 7: The average charge of electrons
and muons for n = 2 with approximately
1 fb!1 of data.

5.3 Kinematic distributions

The authors of [29] have studied the hadronic decay of a black hole and found that the

transverse momentum distribution of charged hadrons depends weakly on the number of

large extra dimensions. In addition to the event multiplicity and transverse momentum

distribution, figure 8, we have also looked at the average pT of the events, jets, leptons, and

the ratio of the di!erence and sum of the ith and the jth highest pT jet (i , j = 1, 2, 3, 4)

and found that these variables also depend only weakly on n. It is therefore not possible

to get a constraint on n using these distributions.

5.4 Event shape variables

In addition to the event multiplicity and spectra, we have studied the following event shape

variables: the sphericity [30], thrust [31], and the Fox-Wolfram moment ratios [32]. Since

the sphericity (S) and thrust (T ) are sensitive to underlying event and longitudinal motion,

we have used the corresponding quantities for transverse momenta only.

– 10 –
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and 300 GeV respectively.3 In order to improve the reconstructed mass resolution, events

were rejected if the missing transverse momentum was greater than 100 GeV.

The reconstructed Gaussian mass resolution and the overall signal e!ciency (the frac-

tion of accepted events) after the selection cuts for 5 and 8 TeV black hole in n = 2, 4 and

6 are given in table 2 with sample plots in figure 11. The mass resolution can be improved

slightly by raising the threshold of the jet pT , but at the cost of a sharp drop in overall

signal e!ciency.

Topology Mass Resolution (GeV) E!ciency (%)

n = 2 202.1 26.1

5 TeV black hole n = 4 188.4 30.0

n = 6 184.4 31.9

n = 2 293.9 13.2

8 TeV black hole n = 4 234.0 17.8

n = 6 226.4 19.3

Table 2: The reconstructed Gaussian mass resolution and the overall signal e!ciency after the
selection cuts.
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Figure 11: Mass resolution for n = 2 and (a) MBH = 5 TeV and (b) MBH = 8 TeV.

7. Measurement of the Planck mass

Some authors [9] have suggested that since n can be determined from the TH–MBH rela-

tionship (equation 2.5), MPL can be measured from the normalisation of the temperature.

For reasons outlined in the next section, we choose not to use this method but instead to

3A reconstructed jet was required to have a minimum momentum of 10 GeV within an ! − " cone of

radius 0.4.
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Figure 1: Energy of the generator level decay products in the rest frame of the black hole for a
5 TeV black hole and 1000 events. The colour scale indicates the number of particles in each bin.
(a) for n = 2 the kinematic limit (E = MBH/2, black lines) constricts the energy distribution at
low masses. (b) for n = 4 the kinematic limit clearly a!ects the energy distribution at all masses.
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Figure 2: The photon energy distributions for (a) n = 2 and (b) n = 4. The black and red lines
are for 2-body and 4-body remnant decays respectively.

4.6 Time-variation and black hole recoil

It has been argued [9] that due to the speed of the decay, the black hole does not have

enough time to equilibrate between emissions and therefore that the time variation of

the temperature can be ignored. Therefore, the initial Hawking temperature might be

measured by fitting Planck’s formula for black-body radiation to the energy spectrum of

the decay products for di!erent bins in the initial black hole mass. Using equation 2.5 the

number of dimensions can then be extracted. This is the approach taken at a theoretical

level in [9].

To illustrate this procedure, we have used the test case with n = 2. Events were

generated without grey-body factors in 500 GeV mass bins between 5000 and 10000 GeV.

For each mass bin we have fitted the black-body spectrum to the generator level electron

energy. Figure 3a shows the result of this together with the fit using equation 2.5 from

which we determine n = 1.7 ± 0.3. Figure 3b shows the result of the same procedure

and the same test case but with time dependence turned on. In this case we determine

– 7 –
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n = 3.8 ± 1.0 which is well away from the model value. Time dependence is therefore a

systematic e!ect with a strong impact on any measurement of n.
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Fit: n = 1.7 ± 0.3 Fit: n = 3.8 ± 1.0

Figure 3: The plot of TH versus MBH for n = 2 and MPL = 1 TeV, (a) with a fixed Hawking
temperature, and (b) with changing (time dependent) Hawking temperature. The statistics used
correspond to 30 fb!1 of running at the LHC.

Another e!ect that has not been taken into account in previous studies is the recoil

of the black hole. When a particle is emitted from the black hole, the black hole recoils

against it. Therefore the next emission is in a boosted frame. Even in the case of a fixed

temperature decay, the e!ects of recoil become more significant as the decay progresses

and the black hole gets lighter. This is exacerbated in the time varying case since the black

hole also gets hotter as it decays. Any analysis which makes use of the energy spectrum

should therefore account for this.

5. Characteristics of the black hole decay

Black hole decays in the semi-classical limit have high multiplicity. However at LHC

energies black holes would be on the edge of the semi-classical limit (depending on n)

which can reduce the multiplicity and make predictions uncertain. This e!ect can be seen

in figure 4 which shows that the multiplicity decreases significantly with n. This is due to

fact that TH is higher for larger n at the same mass.

A black hole decay is also characterised by a large total transverse energy (figure 5)

which increases as the black hole mass increases. Even the low multiplicity events tend to

be rather spherical with high multiplicity events more so. These characteristics are very

di!erent from standard model and SUSY events which do not have the same access to very

high energies and tend to produce less spherical events. Therefore, we believe that selecting

events with high
∑

pT , high multiplicity (> 4) and high sphericity will give a pure set of

black hole events. In addition, it should be noted that the already small Standard Model

background will be suppressed by the black hole production [9]. There are two further

characteristics which will be interesting to measure and confirm the nature of the events:

the missing pT (!pT ) distribution and the charge asymmetry.

– 8 –
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Figure 16: Fraction of events passing the cut, p, as a function of MBH for di!erent values of n for
the test case. Appropriate upper and lower bounds are shown.
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Figure 17: Temperature against MBH for
n = 4 and 30 fb!1 of integrated luminosity.
The band shows the systematic uncertainty
corresponding to the upper and lower bounds
on p with a systematic on the MBH measure-
ment of ±200 GeV.

Figure 18: The determination of n and
MPL from the measurement of TH and an as-
sumed measurement of the parton-level cross
section (see text).

detector. A number of di!erent attempts to determine the model parameters have been

discussed and a new technique has been introduced. This new technique has been shown

to control many of the theoretical uncertainties and can be used to measure the black hole

temperature. We have applied this technique to our test case with four extra dimensions
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• Several event generators available for LHC

• Starting to describe multijets better

• (Slow) progress on matching to NLO

• Simulations of BSM scenarios also necessary

• Need spin correlations to confirm SUSY

• Black holes are a fun option (for now)

• LHC will tell!

Conclusions
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